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Liposomes coated with silica were explored as protein delivery vehicles for their enhanced stability and improved encapsulation
efficiency. Insulin was encapsulated within the fluidic phosphatidylcholine lipid vesicles by thin film hydration at pH 2.5, and layer
of silica was formed above lipid bilayer by acid catalysis. The presence of silica coating and encapsulated insulin was identified
using confocal and electron microscopy. The native state of insulin present in the formulation was evident from Confocal Micro-
Raman spectroscopy. Silica coat enhances the stability of insulin-loaded delivery vehicles. In vivo study shows that these silica
coated formulations were biologically active in reducing glucose levels.

1. Introduction

Over several decades pharmaceutical drug manufacturers are
using different drug carriers like liposomes, microemulsion,
polymeric nanoparticles, ceramic nanocomposites, silica,
and titania [1]. Recent review by Porter et al. gives overview
on lipid-based formulations of lipophilic drugs and their
oral bioavailability [2]. Application of micelles, cochleate,
sphingosomes, and vesicles for delivering various drugs and
immunogens has been explained by Shapira et al. [3]. Silica-
lipid hybrids have been used for enhanced oral absorption
of hydrophobic drugs like celecoxib and indomethacin [4–
6]. Cationic lipid-coated silica nanoparticles were used for
protein and vaccine delivery due to their controlled cellular
immune response and improved pharmacokinetics [7, 8].
Silica-lipid hybrids as nonporous nanospheres and thin films
has been prepared from dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine and
egg phosphatidylcholine with varying cholesterol content
[4, 6, 9]. Encapsulation of insulin, gramicidin, bacteri-
orhodopsin within phospholipid vesicles by varying choles-
terol/lipid ratio and pH have been reported earlier, however,
lipid bilayer stabilized by inert material like silica has not
been studied for insulin delivery [10–16].

Silica nanospheres prepared from noncovalently bound
organic templates (surfactant, polymers, supramolecular
arrays), acoustic cavitation, electrospraying, spray drying,

self assembly, freeze thawing, supercritical fluid technology,
heterophase polymerization with sol-gel and surface living
polymerization process have been reported [17–24]. Sol-
gel derived silica nanospheres were used to encapsulate
antibiotics, analgesic, pancreatic islets, dyes and perfumes. It
is also used in chromatography, catalysis, waste removal and
as fillers in coating [25, 26].

It is established that silica coating is chemically inert,
biocompatible, hydrophilic and inexpensive. Here, we have
prepared liposome having layer of silica to enhance the
stability of the formulation. This formulation has improved
encapsulation efficiency of macromolecule within the lipo-
some by inhibiting leakage of insulin due to presence of
outer silica coat. The present formulation can be used for
encapsulation of peptides.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. Phosphatidylcholine (PC), Bovine insulin,
and Tetra ethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Synthesis of Silica Coated PC Nanosphere. To obtain
silica coated PC nanosphere, initially a thin film of phos-
phatidylcholine (PC) was obtained on the walls of round
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bottomed flask by evaporating 10 ml of chloroform solution
containing 100 mg of PC under reduced pressure. The thin
film of PC was hydrated by adding 100 ml of water and
stirred for 15 minutes. The stirred mixture was further
sonicated for 10 minutes to obtain vesicles. To this vesicular
dispersion, 5 ml of TEOS was added at a mole ratio 0.9 : 17 : 4
(TEOS : PC : H2O ), and pH of the mixture was decreased to
2.5 by adding 0.05 N HCl and then stirred for 2 hours. This
reaction mixture was kept for aging at acidic pH of 2.5 for
24 hours to increase silica network formation leading to PC
vesicles coated with silica. This solution was stored at 4◦C for
further studies.

2.3. Synthesis of Silica Coated PC Nanosphere Encapsulating
Insulin. Whereas to obtain insulin loaded silica coated PC
nanosphere, 10 mg of insulin was dissolved in 1 ml of distilled
water to which 10 microlitre of 0.05 N HCl was added. Sim-
ilarly for confocal microscopy studies FITC tagged insulin
was used. This insulin solution was further diluted with
distilled water to obtain total volume of 100 ml and later
added to thin film of PC obtained from evaporating 100 mg
of PC dissolved in 10 ml of chloroform in round bottom
flask for hydration. This solution was stirred for 15 minutes
followed by 10 minutes of sonication, and 5 ml of TEOS
was added which is then stirred for 2 hours and 24 hours
aging. The reaction mixture was centrifuged for 5 minutes,
supernatant was discarded, and the bottom settled portion
of material was resuspended in 50 ml of distilled water
then again centrifuged for 5 minutes. The supernatant was
discarded and the paste like mass (silica coated insulin loaded
vesicles) settled at the bottom was stored at 4◦C for further
studies.

2.4. Characterisation of Silica Coated PC Nanosphere

Formulation

2.4.1. Confocal Microscopy. Fluorophore tagged insulin
(FITC-insulin) containing formulations was observed on
glass cover slips under Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope
(Fluoview FV500, Olympus) using Multi Argon Laser,
488 nm.

2.4.2. TEM. To observe the microstructures of silica coated
insulin loaded PC vesicles under TEM (Tecnai-12, FEI),
simple drying, room temperature replica and Freeze fracture
replica were done. For simple drying, a drop of the sample
was allowed to dry on 300 mesh TEM grid having Formvar
film stabilized with carbon coating and observed under TEM.
Room temperature replica of the samples were prepared by
placing a drop of sample on a glass cover slip and allowed
to dry at room temperature. After drying, replica was made
by coating 2 nm of Pt/C at 45 degree angle followed by
40 nm carbon coating at 90 degree angle in Balzer BAF060
freeze fracture unit. The cover slip containing the coated
sample was submerged in sodium hypochlorite solution for
1 hour to facilitate detachment of replica from the sample.
The detached replica was further gently washed with distilled

water and lifted over bare carbon TEM grid and allowed to
dry. The obtained replica was later observed under TEM.

To obtain freeze-fractured replica of the sample, 5–10 μl
of the sample was placed between two copper planchets
obtained from Baltec and held by flat tip, rounded end,
Dumont tweezer then plunged quickly into liquid nitrogen.
The sandwiched copper planchets containing frozen sample
was inserted on to the slot of double replica specimen table
kept under liquid nitrogen and transferred through cold
chain on to the precooled stage maintained at −150◦C in
Balzer BAF060 freeze fracture unit. The sandwiched copper
planchets were made open inside the freeze fracture unit.
The fractured frozen sample was coated with 2 nm of Pt/C
at 45-degree angle followed by 40 nm carbon coating at 90
degree angle. The coated fractured specimen was brought to
room temperature and submerged in sodium hypochlorite
solution for 1 hour to facilitate detachment of replica from
the sample. The detached replica was further gently washed
with distilled water and lifted over bare carbon TEM grid and
allowed to dry. The obtained replica was later observed under
TEM.

2.4.3. HPLC. Insulin content of the samples was analyzed
using HPLC-UV at 277 nm (Waters, Photo diode array
detector). Gradient elution was performed using 100% ace-
tonitrile and 0.1% TFA (0.1%) at a flow rate of 1 ml/minutes
and injection volume of 20 μl. Insulin was detected at
a retention time of 5.7 minutes with detection limit of
0.01 mg/ml. To check the total release of insulin, 100 μl of
25 mM EDTA and 100 μl of 10% Triton-X 100 was added to
the 100 μl of formulation.

2.4.4. FTIR. Bovine insulin powder and silica-PC-insulin
nanosphere mixed with KBr and compressed into discs by
20 kN force at room temperature were studied by FTIR
(Magna 550, Nicolet Instruments Corporation, USA).

2.4.5. Confocal Micro Raman Spectroscopy. Samples kept on
glass cover slips were focused with Olympus optical micro-
scope attached with Confocal Micro Raman spectrometer
(Labram HR 800, Horiba Jobin Yvon) using 20X objective
and spectra were recorded as an average of 3 scans with a time
span of 30 second each using Ar laser, 514.5 nm, 20 mW, 6 A.

2.4.6. SGF and SIF Study. A 50 mg formulation containing
0.45 mg of insulin and control (1 mg of insulin alone) were
added separately to 2 mL of simulated gastric fluid (SGF)
and simulated intestinal fluid (SIF) in triplicate and studied
at 37◦C in shaking mode. A 100 μL of the sample was
withdrawn at definite interval and reaction was arrested by
adding chilled 100 μL acetonitrile. The amount of insulin
released over a period of 60 minutes in SGF and SIF was
determined using HPLC [27].

2.4.7. Biological Activity of Silica Coated PC Formulation in
Wistar Rats. The biological activity of insulin-encapsulated
in silica-PC nanospheres was tested in a rat model (Wistar
rats, 200 ± 25 g, n = 3) by measuring decrease in blood
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Figure 1: Confocal microscopy of FITC-insulin-encapsulated phosphatidylcholine vesicles. (a) Confocal mode (b) DIC mode. Bar =
20 micron.
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Figure 2: Silica coated phosphatidylcholine vesicles encapsulated with FITC-insulin. (a) Confocal mode (b) DIC mode. Bar = 30 micron.

glucose level. Animals fasted overnight (16 hours) were
anesthetized with 5% v/v isoflurane obtained from Isorane.
Experimental animals considered as standard set received
a subcutaneous injection of bovine insulin (4 IU/kg) while
control animals were kept as they are without administering
insulin or formulation and the test animals were subcu-
taneously administered with formulation containing silica
coated liposomes encapsulated with 28 IU/kg of insulin. A
0.3 ml of blood samples were withdrawn into eppendorf
tubes containing 1.5 microlitre heparin at 0, 30, 60, 120, 240
minutes interval after subcutaneous injection. Blood samples
were then centrifuged at 4 degree C, 7000 rpm to separate
plasma from red blood cells. A 30 microlitre of plasma was
mixed with 150 microlitre of saline and vortexed for few
seconds and subjected to insitu glucose oxidase method in
Hitachi 902, glucose analyzer. The results were expressed as
the mean ± S.E.

3. Results and Discussion

Silica coated insulin-encapsulated phosphatidylcholine (PC)
vesicle obtained by transcriptive templating mechanism was

studied for glucose reduction. Protective coating of soft drug
delivery vehicles are of immense importance to deliver the
drug in its active state from the deleterious action of gastric
enzymes and pH effect. Hollow silica vesicles obtained at
higher temperature by hydrothermal synthesis using zwitte-
rionic, cationic and catanionic surfactant vesicle as template
have been reported earlier for various applications [28–30].
Here, silica coated insulin loaded liposomes were prepared
at room temperature by acid catalyzed polymerisation of
silica precursor. The acid catalysed polymerisation prevents
the extensive growth of polymeric silica framework thereby
favoring the formation of nanoparticles instead of large
micrometer sized-particles. Proteins find more stable envi-
ronment upon encapsulation in a lipid-silica host, because
of polymeric silica frame that grows around phospholipids
and protects it from gastric denaturation.

Silica coated insulin loaded PC nanosphere studied were
formed by supersaturation of anionic silanol species above
the insulin-encapsulated PC nanosphere due to electrostatic
interaction. At reaction conditions of pH 2 the cationic
nature of PC facilitates polyelectrolytic condensation of
anionic silica above it leading to extensive silica coat over
insulin-encapsulated PC nanosphere. Initiation of silica
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Figure 3: (a) TEM image of silica coated PC nanosphere. (b) Replica TEM image of silica coated PC nanosphere. (c) Freeze-fractured TEM
image of silica coated PC nanosphere encapsulated with insulin.
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Figure 4: FTIR spectra of bovine insulin powder and silica coated
PC nanosphere encapsulated with insulin.

growth above the surface of insulin loaded PC nanosphere
occurs through hydrolysis of silica precursor at lower pH
(2.5) and promotes colloidal silica formation by release
of alcohol followed by silanol condensation leading to
gelation. Presence of silica coating around insulin loaded PC

nanosphere prevents it from denaturation due to pH and
enzymes [31–36].

Insulin encapsulation within PC vesicles and silica
coated PC nanosphere was studied by Confocal microscopic
investigation using FITC-insulin during encapsulation. Flu-
orescent nature of the FITC-insulin loaded PC vesicles
(Figure 1(a)) and silica coated FITC-insulin loaded PC
vesicles (Figure 2(a)) confirmed the presence of FITC-insulin
in the formulations. Quasiaggregated state of silica coated
FITC-insulin loaded PC vesicles (Figures 2(a) and 2(b))
indicate formation of silica coat and further silica growth
by polyelectrolytic condensation of silica on FITC-insulin
loaded PC vesicles. Due to polyelectrolytic condensation,
the initially deposited silanol on freely dispersed PC vesicles
loaded with FITC-insulin acted as bridge for further interac-
tion among themselves leading to aggregation. Encapsulated
insulin in the formulations was found to be 80% (±6%) from
HPLC analysis. Transmission electron microscopic study
of room temperature dried, silica coated PC nanosphere
samples revealed fusion of nanosphere (Figure 3(a)). The
nanosphere in the range of 200 nm implies its advantage
as drug delivery vehicle. The fusion of silica coated PC
nanosphere indicate strong interparticle interaction which
could be due to silanol bonding between silica coating
present on the nanospheres as well as polyelectrolytic bridg-
ing interaction between cationic PC through anionic silica.
Similar inference can also be arrived from TEM observation
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Figure 5: (a) Confocal micro Raman spectra of bovine insulin
powder and silica coated PC nanosphere encapsulated with insulin
(200–1000 cm−1). (b) Confocal micro Raman spectra of bovine
insulin powder and silica coated PC nanosphere encapsulated with
insulin (1000–1800 cm−1).

of room temperature replica of silica coated PC nanosphere
(Figure 3(b)). Freeze-fractured TEM observation of silica
coated insulin loaded PC nanosphere confirmed the fusion
of smaller nanospheres below 200 nm and existence of
nanoparticles less than 500 nm (Figure 3(c)). FTIR and
Confocal Micro Raman spectroscopy studies were carried
out to confirm the presence of insulin, silica coating, and
biologically active state of insulin in the formulations. Silica
coated insulin loaded PC nanosphere formulation having
infrared absorption (Figure 4) around 3288 cm−1 (amide
A band), 1644 cm−1 (amide I), 1514 cm−1 (amide II) and
1236 cm−1 (amide III), in comparison with standard bovine
insulin confirmed the presence of insulin in the formulation.
Silica coating present in the formulation was evident from
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Figure 6: (a) Release of insulin from silica coated PC nanosphere
formulation in simulated gastric fluid. (b) Release of insulin from
silica coated PC nanosphere formulation in simulated intestinal
fluid.

Si-O stretching at 1080 cm−1, Si-OH at 950 cm−1, Si-O-
Si bending at 800 cm−1 and Si-O bending at 470 cm−1

[37]. Similarly Si-O tetrahedral vibration at 495 cm−1 as
observed in MicroRaman also indicates presence of silica
coating. The biologically active state of insulin in silica coated
insulin loaded PC nanosphere formulation was confirmed
from Raman shifts due to S-S stretching at 505, 517 cm−1,
whereas C-S stretching at 668 cm−1 was masked by broad
peak due to Si-O-Si symmetric stretching 670–800 cm−1

in comparison with standard insulin by Confocal Micro
Raman Spectroscopy (Figure 5(a)). Presence of disulphide
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Figure 7: Subcutaneous activity of silica coated PC nanosphere
encapsulated with insulin. Insulin released from the Silica-PC-
Insulin Nanosphere is able to reduce glucose level for longer
duration.

stretching and amide stretching (around 1270 cm−1 and
1670 cm−1, Figure 5(b)) confirms the chemical stability of
insulin-encapsulated in formulation [38–40].

Room temperature processed silica xerogels are exten-
sively used as carriers for the controlled release of enzymes,
proteins and pharmaceutical substances [41]. Silica coating
present on lipid prevents it from rapid degradation in the
gut lining. Release of insulin from silica coated insulin
loaded PC nanosphere can occur through both diffusion
and dissolution through pores present in these nanoparticles.
Therefore, chemical and structural characteristics of the silica
xerogel strongly affect their drug release behavior [42]. The
insulin monomer has multiple ionizable groups due to six
amino acid residues capable of attaining positive charge and
other 10 amino acid residues capable of attaining negative
charge [43]. This polyelectrolytic nature of insulin can be
attributed for the entrapment of insulin in the formulation.

The stability of formulation towards pH and enzyme
is inferred from small amount of total insulin released
0.057 mg (12.8%) in SGF and 0.122 mg (26.6%) in SIF
(Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). This indicates that silica coating
present in the formulation is slowly solubilised at higher pH
in SIF while being protected relatively stronger at lower pH
in gastric fluid and releases the encapsulated insulin when
there is a maximum absorption. In vivo studies in Wistar
rats indicated that these silica coated insulin-encapsulated
PC nanospheres were effective in decreasing glucose level
in comparison with standard insulin by parental route
with 28 IU/kg (Figure 7). The variation in blood glucose
level with initial reduction and later gradual increase as
observed in control group of animals can be attributed
to overnight fasting of rats. Glucagon hormone promotes
glycogen breakdown or conversion of protein/amino acid or

fatty acid to glucose, in order to maintain minimum glucose
level for normal function of brain when glucose supplement
is not available from glycolysis. Thus glucose level increases
after initial drop [44–47]. It is presumed that the porous
nature of the silica coated phostphatidylcholine nanosphere
formulation would have facilitated in releasing the entrapped
insulin thereby reducing the blood glucose level.

4. Conclusion

Sol-gel derived silica is biocompatible and biodegradable
inorganic carrier material. Its bioresorbability occurs by
hydrolysis of siloxane bonds in human body and it is
excreted via kidneys [48]. The silica-PC-insulin formulation
described here was found to be effective in reducing glucose
level. Silica and PC framework is a probable host for
biological activity of proteins that is otherwise vulnerable
for denaturation. Native state of insulin in this formula-
tion is confirmed by its bioactivity in corroboration with
spectroscopy. The present formulation may be used for oral
delivery of insulin which could enhance the absorption of
nanoparticle in intestine through Peyer’s patch.
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